
COMMS 327 Rhetorical Theory  
Monday, August 27, 2018 

• Rhetoric – what does it mean and what comes to mind?  
 - thought-provoking information  
 - persuasive language  
 - meaning behind words 
 - a way with words 
 - open-ended 
 - leadership  
 - presidents  
 - court cases  
 - manipulation  
 - Ted Talks  

• Expectations  
 1. Self – take really good notes, pay attention, actually read the book carefully  
 2. Classmates – open and honest conversations, create a nonjudgmental space  
 3. Teacher – explain everything in detail along with interesting examples  
 4. Course – ability to use theories in the real world à practical and applicable  

Wednesday, August 29, 2018: Rhetoric? What it is, and isn’t  
• Rhetoric is usually used in a negative way, especially if you turn on the news   

- often placed as the opposite of what’s real 
• What rhetoric is probably not:  

 - empty talk 
 - overly fancy words 
 - substitute for action  
 - appearances, not reality  

• 3 types of communication  
 - informative / argument  
  - facts, intent, to teach 
  - goal: discover “truth” ; deliberate 
  - method: good reasoning and evidence ; mostly logos 
 - entertain / propaganda / fallacies 
  - pleasurable, mind-less 
  - manipulate the senses 
  - distort reality  
  - goal: distorts “truth” ; one-sided or cherry picked 
  - method: mostly pathos  
  - wants you to associate ; no connections  
 - rhetorical (essentially a combination of the two above)  
  - help us make an informed decision  
  - use persuasive strategies (teaching us something)  
  - goal: help informed decision ; promote position, rooted in “truth” 
  - method: good reasoning and evidence ; all 3 appeals à ethos   
  (credibility), logos (logic), and pathos (emotion) 

• Why so many definitions? 
 - Kennedy: the energy inherent in our symbol use 
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Wednesday, September 26, 2018 

• WED, OCT, 3: Test 1 on chapters 1-4 
• How would we describe sublime if it were on the test?  

 - a truth that is pulled out of us that was always there 
 - a moment of enlightenment à the truth is prevailed 
 - truth is in the subconscious à truth is exposed to you   

• What does it mean to be human? (Cornell’s speech) 
 - find the meaning of why you’re here à the existence of life 
 - we have surfaces, but there’s fear deep within us  
 - there’s a deeper truth in people that you don’t see on the exterior  
 - “we’re all serving a life sentence” à we all live and die 
 - shifting from the frivolous to the serious, or from the superficial to the 
 substantial à think of the sublime as that à something that shifts à a shallow, 
 vague, sanitized reality of understanding to the funky  

• Human à humane 
 - Nichols: Rhetoric is “Humane study for true freedom” 
 - elevate from human to à humane  
 - connection of mind + body  
 - example: house vs. home (art form) 
  mundane security 
  shelter   comfort  
    family + reflect who we are (love) 
 - Rhetoric emphasizes choice  
  - we can live our lives in a superficial reality, we can keep our language  
  and education in there too 
  - for rhetoric, it’s thinking about how language can be this 
  - first choice: ours: what to say & how to say it (infinite sounds and  
  scratches, squiggly lines = shallow) 
  - our choice is personal à more creative choices 
   à closer to art (closer to where the funk begins) 
   à artistic expression 
  - Nichols says rhetoric is this art form that brings us out of the superficial,  
  frivolous place à into a humane condition 
  - second choice: others: how those words impact the audience  
   à get another human being to see the world through our eyes 
   - we can use language to understand others à something other  
   animals can’t do  
  - cooperate = compatible interpretations of reality  
  - humane = a way to use rhetoric as an art form to create a mutually  
  exclusive understanding of reality 
  - rhetoric = art form, awe, sublime à get us to think about language  

• How to apply this in an exam:  
 - you need an essay book 
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 - rhetoric and language = try to cover ; “smooth out” inherent messiness of life 
 with either  / or 
 - we typically value one over the other  

• Burke vs. Foucaut  
 - Foucaut à why do we do this? 
 - we live in a disciplinary society à we have to understand the panopticon  
  - Made up prison à metaphor for our disciplinary society  
   - the courtyard is where the prisoners get shot by the guard  
   - the goal of a disciplinary society is maximum discipline with  
   minimal effort 
   - fear of discipline is what makes us behave  
   - when we’re not being watched, we may feel like we can do  
   anything 
   - why is the ponaptican useful? designed for maximum visibility  
   - more visibility = more control  
    - hierarchal observations (stadiums) 
    - clear examination (parks)  
 - do we treat others kindly for ethical purposes or because we fear judgment?  
 - where do we see a ponaptican? à where do we fear being watched 
  - red light cameras à most don’t even work anymore  
  - the general public  
  - the classroom à set up for a hierarchy  
  - work spaces  
 - where can we escape this feeling of being watched? 
  - out in nature? 
   à nowhere really, especially if you believe in God  
   - God is like the original ponaptican  

 
Wednesday, October 31, 2018 

• Social media or Disneyland? à how are they panopticons?  
 - maximum surveillance / visibility   
 - guards are ambiguous à we don’t know they’re there  
 - 3 levels of discipline à  
  - in-power comes from those “above” : establishing rules, enforce 
  - internalize & behave : discipline self  
  - monitor each other : backlash, report, bully, ignore, lateral 
 - social media: 
  - rules established socially (formal) and formal policies  

• Foucault  
 - says rhetoric functions like a panopticon  
 - label people in order to discipline them à in our mind we want to be able to  
 explain if someone or something is doing something right or wrong  
 - we discipline each other in lateral ways if we think they are doing something 
 they aren’t supposed to be  

• Why do we label?  
 - we seek and thrive to make things meaningful  
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